
X-Lab - Leaders in Laboratory
Interoperability Solutions

X-Lab builds innovative solutions to digitally connect laboratories and remove
paper workflows. Our customers love the simplicity of the automation that
saves them time and money, improves fast access to accurate data and
reduces turnaround times and errors.

Giving you the 
complete picture

To deliver integrated patient care clinicians
need the complete picture. A picture that
includes the very latest pathology results to
ensure accurate, timely diagnoses. Whilst on-
site Laboratory Information Management
Systems (LIMS) provide the bulk of commonly
requested test data, many tests need to be done
off-site in specialist labs with access to expert
knowledge. And often getting access to these
vital results takes days or even weeks.

Connecting laboratory
data for improved health
outcomes

At X-lab we break down the barriers
between disparate laboratory systems
and ensure speedy test requesting and
results reporting back to the people who
need it. Our seamless LIMS-agnostic
network provides systems
interoperability to all healthcare
providers and fast access to test data
for improved patient care.



Reduce waste

Save time Shorten turnaround 
times

Empower intelligent 
healthcare

By swapping paper and point-to-point interfaces
for full interoperability, we help you

At X-Lab we enable more efficient
communication between different Laboratory
Information Management Systems (LIMS), all
through a single interface. Instead of relying on
outdated manual processes, our solutions allow
test requests to be exchanged electronically.
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Marking a new era in digital
healthcare



500 million
Our core solution, Labgnostic, was the interoperability foundation
for the NHS Test and Trace service and was responsible for
processing more than 500 million Covid tests during the pandemic.

Supporting 95% of UK labs
Established in 2006, X-lab is a trusted health and government
partner and now supports 95% of UK NHS labs through a national
pathology exchange network.

A trusted global partner

Connecting diagnostic organisations worldwide
As the leading system-agnostic lab interoperability provider, X-Lab
currently connects hundreds of diagnostic organisations (primarily
pathology labs) for instant digital interchange.

Supporting over 180 LIS instances
The solution supports over 180 Laboratory Information System (LIS)
instances, and covers a comprehensive range of disciplines and our
library of over 6,000 coded tests is growing daily.

Global partner
X-Lab is now operational throughout the UK, Europe, Australia, and
the USA. 
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Future-proofing
diagnostic networks
Interoperability and data sharing are now
fundamental requirements of global healthcare.
Whilst Labgnostic is our core lab-to-lab
interoperability solution, demands are arising across
the industry for instant shared connectivity. At X-Lab
we constantly strive to develop efficient, cost-
effective ways of delivering healthcare for both
providers and service users. 

Our LabgnosticEQA solution delivers fast, accurate,
automated External Quality Assurance (EQA) and
Proficiency Testing (PT) for EQA vendors worldwide.
And our remote web-based order communications
portal, LabReach, enables marginalised users –
such as remote screening clinics, occupational
health, and community nursing – to receive results
as fast as the big labs.

X-Lab – Connecting the
world’s diagnostic
systems
Our aim is to connect the world’s diagnostic
systems by streamlining interoperability and
ensuring all data is at hand to deliver the best
patient outcomes.

Contact Us

www.x-labsystems.com

info@x-labsystems.com

 X-Lab

@XLab_Ltd & @labgnostic

To learn more and book some time with a 
dedicated team member, please see below.


